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STUDIES IN SCIENTIFIC
ENGINEERING

ACOUSTICS

27 RUBEN’S TUBE

24 CANNONS

Using air pressure to create flames
with sound.

Making a potato cannon and
launching large projectiles.
THEORETICAL PHYSICS

BIOLOGY

16 MUSIC TO PLANTS

10 RESONANCE

What kind of music do plants grow
best with?

Taking stochastic resonance into
the quantum realm.

THERMAL PHYSICS

GREEN TECHNOLOGY

26 BOILING ICE

06 SOLAR ENERGY

A new method of freezing ice by
boiling is investigated.

Three students look into
installing solar panels at
school.
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TO A SCIENTIFIC PLAYGROUND,” DR. ANTONIO NASSAR
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THE SAGA CONTINUES: LETTER FROM THE EDITORS

T

he year is 2009, the country is in a reces
sion, and our country’s position as the
leaders of technological innovation is at
risk of being overtaken by superpow
ers such as China and India. While very small
compared to the grand scale of future progress,
HarvardWestlake’s Studies in Scientific Re
search class is working hard to bring the minds
of imaginative young students to practical ap
plication in the areas of engineering and general
science.
As a culmination of the scientific research
that has been completed throughout the last
nine months, this year’s Journal of Science
strives to continue the tradition of high school
student research that Allen Miller and Justin
Chow brought to paper just two years ago.
With two full classes, SSR is stronger than
ever. Not only are there more students to do
physical work, there are more minds with the
determination to carry out a successful con
tinuation of what SSR is all about: bridging the
gap between high school and college scientific

research. However, the year has been quite
unusual. Global issues have positively affected
the span of projects that SSR students pursue.
It seems the class has gone green – from a zero
emissions race car to advanced research of bio
fuels. Of course there are many projects that
deal with research in other areas, but we feel it
is great that students are taking practical issues
ANDREW LEE
into mind when deciding what they want to
learn about or innovate.
We hope you enjoy reading about these proj
ects, and we feel it is an honor to compile what
is really the imagination and knowledge of the
future minds of America. Our goal is to have the
reader become fascinated with what indepen
RORY HANDEL
dent scientific research has to offer  an infinite
possibility to make use of our brains for the
future progress of our country and our world.
All the best,
Andrew Lee
Rory Handel
Rebecca Jacobs

REBECCA JACOBS
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DESIGNED IN THE US
BUT ASSEMBLED

ELSEWHERE
START RESEARCH EARLY, AND THINK BIG.

T

BY DR. ANTONIO NASSAR

he iPod is designed
in California but
manufactured
in
China. Like the iPod,
almost all electronic
devices are no lon
ger manufactured in the US. Pres
ently, we cannot compete with
China, India, Indonesia, etc. on
making shoes, clothes or assem
bling electronic devices because
of their lowwage workers. How
ever, since 50% of the world’s top
colleges and universities are in the
US, we can still lead in practical
research and patents by produc
ing more highincome engineers.
As long as our engineers keep
coming up with new scientific
and technological ideas, we will
be fine. After all, one Boeing sold
is equivalent to many millions of
shoes and clothes altogether. We
need to generate more intellectual
capital in order to keep our tech
nological edge. Today’s global

economy is technologically driven
and innovations in engineering are
extremely crucial for the economy
of the nation.
A recent Duke University re
port concludes that we need to in
crease the enrollment rate within
our engineering colleges in order
for the nation to sustain its legacy
as a preeminent technological
innovator. There are many ques
tions and problems, but a few
concrete innovative solutions. The
key challenge is how to encour
age students to pursue careers in
science and engineering. Especial
ly, encouraging students at early
age will definitely help colleges
and universities. The gap between
high school and college research
discourages young students from
pursuing scientific research. The
economic crisis requires involve
ment of youngsters into research.
Contrary to the establishment,
every student should play a role

in searching for new ways in the
new economy. Besides scientists
and engineers, we also need re
searchtrained individuals to be
tomorrow’s politicians, entrepre
neurs, lawyers and businesspeo
ple. Unlike Donald Trump who
says that …” every kid should start
their entrepreneurial business at
an early age,” we should propose
that ... “every kid should start their
own research project at an early
age.” After a year of watching
adults engage in devastating reck
lessness in the financial markets
and depressing ineptitude in the
global climate talks, it’s important
to gear up idealistic young people
towards a new mentality in the
world that desperately needs new
ideas to change things, because
the conventional way of thinking
is simply not working anymore.
That is what the Studies in Scien
tific Research (SSR) is trying to ac
complish.

MUNGER 202:
HOME OF THE
RESEARCH CLASS.
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ELECTROSTATICS
& HIGH VOLTAGE CIRCUITS
BY REBECCA JACOBS AND
ALEX DE SALAZAR
This project aims to provide a replicable
demonstration of the relationship be
tween electrostatic concepts, such as
electric fields and charged particles, and
concepts relating to circuits, such as volt
age and current. In this demonstration,
PTFE (Teflon) sealant and mineral oil are
mixed, with a 12 kV potential differen
tial set up between opposite ends of the
mixture’s container. This demonstration
is more feasible than the traditional grass
seed demonstration described by Jefi
menko (1962) for this purpose.

INTRODUCTION

High school physics classes tradition
ally treat electrostatics and circuits as two
completely separate, disunified topics.
As a result, the electric forces and fields
that move charges to produce current
are poorly understood. Jefimenko (1962)
is one of the few papers attempting to
address this problem. Unfortunately,
the method Jefimenko describes has
been determined to be unfeasible as
described. We propose a new method
of demonstrating these electric fields,
although methods to determine electric
fields of high voltage circuits or demon
strate fields in complex circuits have yet
to be achieved.

FORMER PLAN AND MATERIALS

2 6kV Pasco power supplies, red and
blue rapidograph ink, India ink, 5 glass

plates, Redtop grass seed, mineral oil,
Texso class 2 insulating gloves.
The power supplies and ink were used
to construct the circuits: as described by
Jefimenko, red ink diluted 1:1 with water
was to be used for wires, and the better
conducting India ink used for battery ter
minals. However, the red ink did not suf
ficiently conduct, so India ink was used
instead. Several methods of aligning grass
seed to the electric field were tried, in
cluding simply spreading the grass seed
on the glass plate, using PTFE on the glass
plate to reduce friction, and immersing
the seeds in mineral oil in a tray under
neath the glass plate. Unfortunately, in
each of these methods, the grass seeds
would move only when the electrodes of
the power supplies were placed less than
1 cm away; they would not align to the
electric field produced by a current run
ning through the ink, or else no field was
produced by the ink.

LIST OF MATERIALS

2 6kV Pasco power supplies, Texso
class 2 insulating gloves, PTFE (Teflon)
sealant, mineral oil, a petri dish, alumi
num foil, alligator clips.

NEW METHOD

Our new method is to mix PTFE seal
ant with mineral oil in a petri dish, clamp
foil electrodes or alligator clips to oppo
site ends of a diameter of the dish, and at
tach the electrodes to the power supplies
run at full voltage in series. This method
has proved to show visible movement

of PTFE strands in the mixture when the
power supplies are turned on, already
representing an improvement on Jefimen
ko’s method. PTFE near the electrodes as
sembles into short threads, most of which
deflect away from the electrodes. When
the electrodes are bare alligator clips, this
occurs primarily near the positive elec
trodes, whereas when the electrodes are
clamped to aluminum foil this was found
to occur near both electrodes.
Another method we have investigated
is to place a copper wire in the dish and
attach it to the terminals of the power
supply. An 8 MΩ (megaohm) resistor is
attached to the wire and the power sup
ply is run at no more than 7 kV (to avoid
burning out the resistor). The PTFE groups
into strands or clumps which visibly align
perpendicular to the wire.

RESULTS

In order to make our demonstration
better replicable by others, we have
found an estimate of the optimal amounts
of mineral oil and PTFE present in the mix
ture for maximum visibility—specifically,
one square centimeter of PTFE paste and
7 cc of mineral oil. We have compared
three brands of PTFE paste and found
them to all have equal or near equal vis
ibility, which implies that the movement
and clumping is due to the PTFE rather
than other chemicals present in the paste
(which would likely differ from brand to
brand). We have found that the minimum
voltage at which movement is clearly vis
ible is 5 kV.
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HARNESSING SOLAR POWER
Ben Barad, Bobby Kazimiroff, and Adam Rothman want to
cover the roof of Munger in solar panels. Here’s how these
guys are going to green up the Science Center and make an
effort to cut down the school’s energy bill.
BY ADAM ROTHMAN, BOBBY KAZIMIROFF
AND BEN BARAD
Solar power technology is one of the most prom
ising new ways of harvesting energy from the en
vironment. Panels have no moving parts and burn
no fuel; instead, they take power directly from
the main source of energy, the sun, to the earth.
Enough sunlight hits the earth to fulfill all of our en
ergy needs many times over—solar has major po
tential as a power source. It is a source of reliable,
renewable, clean energy. Solar panels use photons
to knock electrons loose and use magnetic fields
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to force them to flow in one direction, all with
a diode.
Diodes are based on the semiconductive
properties of silicon. By introducing chemical im
perfections, a process called doping, conductivity
can be achieved. A small amount of phosphorus
can be added to a silicon sample, for instance.
This type of doping creates negatively charged,
Ntype silicon. On the other hand, boron can be
added to silicon to create the opposite effect.
Boron creates a “hole” that an electron can fill
that will move freely throughout the lattice. This
too allows for conductivity. This type of doping

“SOLAR PA
A PROMIS
OPPORTUN
SCHOOL TO
RISING CO
FUELS.”

R

ANELS OFFER
SING
NITY FOR THE
O ESCAPE THE
OSTS OF FOSSIL

Rothman, Kazimiroﬀ, and Barad examine a solar panel (top left). The team surveys the roof of the Munger
Science Center for potential panel locations (top right). Nanosolar’s flexible new paneling provides an ideal
solution for Munger’s roof (bottom right).
creates positively charged, Ptype silicon. Even a
small amount of phosphorus or boron can change
silicon from an insulator into a good conductor.
A diode is created by combining Ntype and
Ptype silicon, layering one on top of the other.
This setup forces charge to move in one direc
tion and not the other. Electrons flow from the
Ntype to the Ptype side, but not in the opposite
direction. The holes and extra electrons are at
tracted to each other in the center of the diode,
creating a charge barrier. Electrons combine with
holes, closing the holeelectron pair. However,
the lattice of the Ptype silicon cannot maintain
that extra electron, and so a new holeelectron
group is created elsewhere in the silicon, and the
electron is repelled out of the diode and the hole
back into the center. However, the electron can
not cross the barrier from the Ptype side since it
is repelled by the electrons in the Ntype silicon.
Thus any new electron in the diode will flow in a
single direction, creating a circuit.
Solar panels are simple diodes; the key im
provement is that the energy created when pho
tons strike the diode is used to knock electrons
out of their place, leading to a holeelectron pair.
As many photons strike the panel, more electrons
are displaced and will flow through the circuit,
doing work along the way.
Current fuel prices average at about $0.08 per

kilowatt hour. This is subject to increase as coal and
other resources decrease in availability.
The roof of the Munger Science Center is seclud
ed from view, allowing for minimal aesthetic im
pact, and has a significant amount of area available
for paneling. We expect about 7 hours of direct sun
exposure per day. A 1 kW solar panel would gen
erate 7 kWh per day or 2,556.75 kWh each year.
Solar panels have a guaranteed lifespan of up to
30 years. Assuming the panels last this long, each
1 kW panel will generate 76,702.50 kWh over its
lifetime. Purchasing an equivalent amoutn of power
from the grid would cost $6,136.20. A 1kW panel
not only costs less than $6,136.20, but the purchase
price is paid up front  a responsible investment.
If the paneling costs $3,000 per kW, the school
could expect a net return of $3,136.20 over the
panel’s lifetime. This amounts to a 104.5% increase
over 30 years, or a yearly interest of ~2.4%. That’s
higher than the Federal Reserve’s interest rate!
Through innovative new manufacturing meth
ods, the San Jose, CA based firm Nanosolar is able
to produce paneling for $1,000 per kW. Using
these panels, the yearly return on investment jumps
to more than 6%.
Solar panels will not only save the school mon
ey, but also demonstrate and solidify its stated com
mitment to going greenincreasing the likelihood
of future donations.
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RORMaxx Formula AE:
ROR
Technical Research
Four seniors attempt to build a racecar that uses alternative
energy. Maxx Bricklin, Rory Handel, Carl Lawson endeavored to build a corporation and a working prototype before a
loss of funding left the project in the design stage.

BY MAXX BRICKLIN, RORY HANDEL, CARL LAWSON AND SUNHO LEE

ULTRACAPACITOR CIRCUIT:
To address the issue of high acceleration
demand in performance electric vehicles, a
solution that avoids the voltage drop in nor
mal chemical reaction batteries is necessary.
Ultracapacitors can solve this problem. This
technology is relatively new, and is just re
cently being seen as a viable solution for
electric drives in modern alternative energy
vehicles. For our specific application in For
mula AE, we will use these Ultracapacitors
to store charge from externally recovered
energy lost under the friction of the air.
We have constructed a circuit which
allows us to test the characterisitcs of this
new technology. Below you can see a cir
cuit comprised of our 3000 Farad ultracap
citor, 3.3V lithiumphosphate batteries, and
a 1/6 Ohm resistor to allow for relatively
quick discharge times:

Charging the ultracapcitor to 2.7V took
very little time and presented only one
problem. Our initial use of very fragile
wires resulted in immediate overheating of
the system before the UC was completely
charged. To solve this, we replaced the thin
wires with well insulated automotive grade
cables. The next step was to record the dis
charge time of the UC and compare it to
the experimental values below:
Charging (Voltage as a function of time)

Time to Charge Capacitor with Resitor to
63% of full charge or 37% discharge
(τ) = RC
(τ) = (1/6Ω)*(3000F)
(τ) = 500 sec. or 8.33 Minutes
Recorded 2.7V.73V Discharge Time: 9
Min. 54 Sec.
To lower this time we were origi
nally using a 1000watt light bulb to lower
the resistance and thereby decrease the dis
charge time. This is represented below:
P = V2/R
R = V2/P
R = (3.3V)2 / 1000W
R = .011 Ω
This would allow for a very short dis
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charge time, which is represented below:
(τ) = RC
(τ) = .011 Ω *3000F
(τ) = 33 seconds
The problem with using the light bulb
was that in theory it would work flawlessly,
except in reality, the voltage required for
the light bulb to activate and lower its re
sistance to the one calculated above was
significantly higher than the 3.3V available.
We then assembled six 1Ohm resistors
in parallel to allow for the discharge time
first shown. One other issue to note was
the temperature of the 1/6Ohm resistor
throughout the discharge process. By us
ing an infrared thermometer, temperatures
approaching 200 degrees Fahrenheit were
recorded posing heating problems for the
circuit once installed in a vehicle.

AIR FLOW RECOVERY:
A major component of our alternative
energy electric car is the wind energy re
covery system. This system consists of air
intakes that will channel air into a turbine
fan, which turns an electric generator to
create electricity. We currently have the
fan set up in the lab and are using the fan
from a miniature wind tunnel to simulate
air at different driving speeds. Using an
anemometer to measure windspeed, and
a multimeter to measure voltage, we have
been able to construct a graph of Voltage
vs. Windspeed. From this graph we have

Professional automotive designers from the Pasadena
Art Center College of Design worked with Rory Handel
to create the above 3D rendering of Formula AE.

determined the equation that describes the
relationship between the two. At the maxi
mum operating speed of the windtunnel
fan, approximately 42 mph, we are able to
generate 46 V, a little over 10% of the esti
mated power needs of the car. Using a vari
able frequency strobe light, we have been
able to measure the rotational frequency of
the fan at each windspeed.
The circuit that harnesses this energy has
been constructed as noted above, but we
are facing a very unusual problem. When
the Air Flow System is connected to the cir
cuit in place of the 3.3V lithiumphosphate
batteries, the resistance in the electric gen
erator increases to a point that only allows
for a minimal voltage gain. The problem
with this could be one of the following and
will be addressed in the next report:
1.
Poor Quality Generator
2.
Incorrect Circuit
The next step in the Air Flow Fan design
is to minimize the drag of the system using
our Solidworks Computation Fluid Dynam
ics program. The system will be ineffective
if the energy lost under the drag of the duct
ing is greater than the energy recovered
from the system itself. One solution to this

problem is to have a hydraulic flap close the
entrances to the ducting at this energyloss
point as well as when the ultracapacitors
are fully charged. With this implementation
we can hopefully lower the overall coeffi
cient of drag of the Air Flow System at high
velocities where the aerodynamics play the
most significant roll in energy losses.

any damage have been commercialized
since July 2008. With the new flexible thin
film photovoltaic cells, we will be able to
incorporate the panels exactly in the shape
of the body of our car which will make it
more aerodynamic as well as increase the
appeal to the human eye.

SOLAR PANELS:
Not only are we going to be using the
wind recovery system and the ultraca
pacitors to increase the efficiency of our
electric racecar, we will be covering the
exposed part of the car body with a newly
developed flexible thinfilm photovoltaic
cells (Solar cells). Photovoltaic cells are
made from crystalline silicon, which is able
to convert the radiation from the sun into
electricity that we can use. Most of the so
lar panels are made rigid because the thin
films needs to be protected from any minor
damage, moisture, and also has to be insu
lated in case it rains. However, the newly
developed flexible solar panels which use a
flexible transparent colorless fluoropolymer
to laminate the films to protect them from

A 3-D design modeled on the computer.
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QUANTUM STOCHASTIC
RESONANCE
BY BISWAROOP MUKHERJEE

INTRODUCTION:
In recent years, researchers have
explored numerous examples of dynamical
systems inﬂuenced by a combination of
deterministic forces (i.e. those determined
by the particle’s position or velocity) and
stochastic (random) ones. An important
class of such systems involve the escape of
a particle from a partially stable potential
well, over a potential barrier, into a more
stable well. This situation occurs frequently
in the natural world - in ﬁelds ranging
from kinetics of chemical reactions, phase
transitions, protein folding, and even ice age
cycles. This system has been modeled with
a classical particle in a bistable potential
(such as that shown in Fig. 1), exhibiting a
phenomenon termed stochastic resonance
(SR). Depending on initial conditions, the
particle will eventually sit at one of the
two potential minima located at x = ±1
. In response to a stochastic force f (t )
, however, this particle will make small
random transitions from one well ( x = −1
) to the other ( x = 1 ). Instead, if a weak
sinusoidal force is applied to the particle
Fdrive (t ) = A0 cos wt , there will
be no transitions from one well to the
other. Remarkably, the combination of the
stochastic and the weak periodic forces

( )

f (t ) + Fdrive (t )

generates an ampliﬁed
oscillation across the wells.
This phenomenon is analogous to the
more familiar mechanical resonance in a
driven damped harmonic oscillator. The
result suggests the counter-intuitive result
that noise in a detector (the bistable system)
can be used to enhance its sensitivity to
weak signal (the sinusoidal drive). Such an
effect has been observed in the detection
of weak signals in optical devices and even
in rat sensory neurons. To further explore
the fundamental theory and its applications
the reader is encouraged to refer to the
excellent articles/reviews by Weisenfeld
and Moss and Gammaitoni et al.
In this article we explore the possibility
of extending this phenomenon into the
quantum world, where instead of a classical
particle, we send a gaussian wavefunction
into a similarly oscilating well. So far, we
have been able to show a clear oscillation
between the wells without any driving
forces. Although quantum stochastic
resonance has been studied in great
detail previously, this is the ﬁrst time such
an intensive calculation is being adapted
on a classroom demonstration scale. It is
clear that, with the advent of ubiquitous
personal computers and software such
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as Mathematica that perform complex
computations, new results in computational
physics have become universally accessible
to students. The interest in this ﬁeld serves
to stimulate a more thorough investigation
of the mathematics and basic mechanics
underlying this reserach. For the reader
interested in writing his/her own code, we
provide all of our simulation and analysis
code in the HWScience website. We
encourage the reader to use and modify
this code for his/her own explorations, and
suggest that this code can form the basis
of lessons in Brownian motion, quantum
mechanics, and, of course, in quantum
stochastic resonance.
The remainder of this article is
organized as follows: In section 2 we
discuss the techniques used to solve the
time-dependent Schrodinger equation,
and further methods that will be used to
enhance the power of the computation.
In section 3 we demonstrate the timepropagation of a gaussian wavefunction in a
number of potentials, with emphasis on the
bistable situation. We conclude in section
4 by discussing further avenues that we are
exploring such as an analysis into quantum
stochastic resonance using an extended
electron theory, as well as multidimensional
situations.

Continued on Page 12

»

A spacetime plot of
the quantum wavefunction probability
density , created in
Mathematica
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(Fig. 1)

METHODS:

solving the time-dependent Schrodinger Wave
Equation for :

2.1 Fundamental equations of classical
stochastic resonance

(5)

We consider the motion of a particle of mass
m moving with velocity v in one dimension
in response to four forces: a conservative force
ﬁeld F ( x ) = − d
U /dx derived from the
potential U (x ) , a harmonic time-dependent
force Fdrive = A0 cos(wt ) , a random
force z (t ) , and a drag force on the particle
Fdrag = −gv .
The second order in time equation of
motion (Newton’s second law) for the particle
can be expressed in terms of two ﬁrst-order
differential equations for the position x
and velocity v = x& , where the dot denotes
differentiation with respect to time. These
differential equations take the form
(1)
(2)

(Fig. 2)

Here, we choose the potential to be
(3)

⎞
1 ⎛ x4
U ( x) = U 0 ⎜
− x 2 ⎟,
⎟
2 ⎜⎝ 2
⎠

These equations were integrated using C
programming in a previous work [14], where
we solved for the position of the particle as a
function of time.

(6)
where H is the Hamiltonian or energy
operator.
Despite the abundance of neat methods
of solving this equation, none so far have
been implemented in Mathematica, and are
thus unable to harness its computational
and analytic power. Here, we use a standard
tridiagonal matrix method elaborated by
Kinzel and Reents in a easy-to-implement
Mathematica program. First, as is usualy the
case with differential equations, the solution to
Eq. (6) can be expressed as:
(7)
In order to conserve the total probability
, we use an approximation
derived from the taylor series for e x :
(8)
Next, since computers work in discrete
steps,
is discretized:

(Fig. 3)
2.2 Quantum Mechanics
At very small scales, particles begin acting as
waves. In order to explain phenomena such as
diffraction patterns, physicists such as Werner
Heisenberg found classical rules for postion and
momentum no longer hold. Particle positions
were only describable in terms of a probablility
associated with it at each point in space. Most
famously, Heisenberg [15] formulated the
uncertainty principle, which states that we
cannot know the position and momentum of a
particle simultaneously:
(4)

(Fig. 4)

The wave equation relates the time
dependence of the wavefunction (denoted
by the time-partial derivative on the left) with
an energy operator on the right (the potential
energy is V). In this study, however, we are
only concerned with the single-dimensional
case, where the Laplacian ∇ 2 in the kinetic
energy operator turns into a simple secondorder partial derivative:

Moreover, this meant that in order to analyze
the dymanics of a quantum particle, we look
for a time-dependent continuous function
that determines the probability of ﬁnding the
particle at any point in space. This wavefunction
can be computed as a function of time by
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(9)
The corresponding discretized Hamiltonian
operator is:

(10)
The ﬁrst term of the right hand side is a
spatial second derivative of
taken around
x = j d x , while the second term is simply the
potential energy operator seen before in Eq. (6).
Substituting this operator into Eq. (8), and using
considerable manipulation, Kinzel and Reents
arrive at an elaborate solution for
.
Fortunately, this can be easily programmed in
Mathematica, and the program can be adapted
to simulate the dynamics of any wavefunction
in practically any potential.

Fig 1: The bistable potential U(x) used in this work.
Fig 2: The solid blue curve shows the particle position, showing repeated transitions between potential wells in phase with an applied driving force (red
dashed line).
Fig 3: The wavefunction as a function of space at
a certain time. The quantum tunneling eﬀect is quite
evident here.
Fig 4: The expectation value as a function of time
for two diﬀerent barrier heights. While the particle is
expected to pass through the smaller barrier (a), this
no longer happens at higher barrier heights (b)
Fig 5 (To the left): The spacetime plot of the probability density function (see p 11 for detail).

(Fig. 5)

RESULTS
In Fig. 2 we show the position of a classical
particle in the bistable system, moving in
response to a periodic drive. Clearly, the
periodic transitions of the particle between
the left and right wells is in phase with the
driving force (dashed red line).
This result demonstrates the basic
phenomenon of stochastic resonance in
the classical situation. In order to recreate
this effect in the quantum world, we need
to recreate some form of periodic ``force”.
Although it is possible to make the potential
time-dependent, our program is currently
unable to handle that. Although we are
currently implementing newer simulation
algorithms that will support such potentials,
it is still possible to create interesting
investigations and demonstrations using the
original program. One clear application is the
phenomenon of quantum tunneling. Since
the wavefunction associates every point
with a probability, it is possible that quantum
particles encountering a barrier will have a
probability of being within the barrier. Thus,
although the energy of the particle may
be lower than the barrier potential, part
of the wavefunction will tunnel through
the barrier - a region forbidden to classical
particles. It is useful to note that this is not
a mere theoretical speculation. Not only
does this explain how alpha particles are
able to escape the potential well of an
atomic nucleus, this phenomenon enables
scientists to probe very small scales using
scanning tunneling microscopes. Timeindependent considerations of tunneling
result in the slightly unsatisfying result of a
transmission probability approximation
(11)

⎡ − 2 L 2m(U − E ) ⎤
T ≈ exp ⎢
⎥
h
⎣⎢
⎦⎥

Our time-dependent solution in
Mathematica enables a neat demonstration
of the actual tunneling effect, as we send a
Gaussian wave packet described by:
(12)
towards a potential barrier in a much larger
well with inﬁnite walls. As the simulations
runs, it computes the wavefunction as a
function of space for each time step. Each
of these time frames can be compiled into a
movie of the propagation of the probability
density. One such frame is shown in Fig. 3.
Of course, the potential can be replaced
with our old bistable system. In this
case, the actual movie (the most recent
upload athttp://www.youtube.com/user/
SSRquantum) is more interesting than a
single frame. We have observed an entire
oscillation of the wavefunction, which
starting in one well, shifts to the other, and
back after some period T . However, these
simulations are time-intensive, and further
statistical analysis on the period of the
oscillations will take days of runtime.
Another interesting mode of analysis is
the plot of the expectation value a function
of time. Although the wavefunction itself is
complex-valued, its square modulus
is
literally the probability density function of
the particle. The most expected position of
the particle is thus:

as a clear demonstration of both the
quantum effects, as well as the simple fact
that the wavefunction is usually dependent
on space and time. In Fig. 5, we combine
each consecutive frame of the tunneling
movie described earlier as cross-sections of
a space-time plot of the probability density
function. Here, both the tunneling effect
and the complicated interference patterns
that ensue from reﬂection are apparent.

CONCLUSIONS:
Finally, we note that these simulations
can be further developed for use in the
classroom, and that the code can be easily
modiﬁed to examine a variety of noiseinduced dynamics in bistable systems.
Furthermore, we are currently trying to
simulate the motion of a quantum particle
in two cases. In one, we plan to create a
time-dependent potential that will allow us
to simulate quantum stochastic resonance.
In the other, we plan to take in to account
the radius of the charged particle in
question, and solve the time-dependent
Schrodinger Equation under an extended
electron theory.
I would like to thank Dr. Nassar for
the support through the SSR class and
his immense knowledge on quantum
mechanics.

(13)
Lastly, we suggest a visual representation
of the time-propagation of the wavefunction
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Looking for the big answers
Science strives to understand the components
of the universe through the use of logic and
quantitative analysis.
BY BENJ BELLON
Nature holds an inherent beauty, and
science attempts to unravel and under
stand the chaotic order of the universe:
studying the universe in an attempt to
fully appreciate the art that surrounds us.
However, despite the wonders of the uni
verse, I endeavor to find an explanation
of human consciousness and action.
The complexity of this problem pres
ents a daunting challenge, but I believe
that human nature is no more complex
than the world we observe. Thus, in an
attempt to convey insight into my re
search in a clear and concise manner, I
will briefly introduce a few of the many
challenges that I have undertaken in an
attempt to discover the beauty of human
ity. Although a more thorough paper of
my research is available, the absence of
any proofs are only due to the limited
length of this article.
As I thought of ways to tackle the issue
of human consciousness, I found myself
thinking that observation and percep
tion are key components of almost every
“rigorous” proof that exists. Of course,
basic assumptions are usually necessary
to progress any idea; however, any such
assumptions are ultimately limited by hu
man logic. The inherent flaw in this is
that human logic need not apply to the

universe. In fact, the assumption that the
universe follows any form of human logic
is absurd.
With this in mind, I began to break
down the fundamental assumptions that
humans have made in order to further
scientific understanding. I arrived upon
an assumption that exists in almost every
scientific and mathematical discipline: the
idea of time. Regardless of the way time
is perceived: linear, a form of spacetime,
nonlinear, or any abstraction of time as a
measurement, the underlying assumption
made is that time exists in some form or
another.
I have no belief that the concept of time
is “wrong”; however, as I am attempting to
delve within potential flaws I have taken
a blunt and absolute stance that time may
not exist. Essentially, time is an observa
tion of external changes relative to the
selfawareness of any group or individual.
Thus, I proceeded to define time in terms
of the various interactions between neu
ral networks, which give rise to percep
tion. The obvious dilemma is defining
time using scientific methods that have
all been based on the existence of time
as a linear and constant truth. However,
I eventually managed to describe a rough
outline of time using a strictly geometric
approach. This new perspective of time,
albeit a rather poorly defined perspec
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tive, allowed me to approach human con
sciousness in an entirely different way.
Human consciousness describes the
ability to mentally manipulate external
factors and visualize the “self” within that
scenario. Decisions, feelings, thoughts,
and every human action begins as a per
ceived outcome. The potential for some
thing to occur in a particular way gives
certain values to our possible actions. The
change that a person experiences around
them is constantly reconciled with the
change that is expected. It is from that in
tegration of information that humans are
able to learn and grow.
Attempting to predict possible predic
tions is a challenge of infinite proportion,
and I have successfully failed to produce
any possible way of computing potential
perception. At the most basic level what
I have tried to create is a way to explain
why, if a coin is tossed, one person may
choose heads and the other may choose
tails. Expanding that idea, what is the rea
son certain people choose to admit de
feat while others will never concede? Are
there any components of human nature
truly beyond any explanation? Can irratio
nality be modeled? Even though I am ea
ger for a solution to explain my questions,
I consider that a potential answer may be
that it is impossible to truly describe hu
manity. Either way, a solution exists.

OBSERVING STANDING WAVES IN

MICROWAVE OVENS
BY IAN CINNAMON AND AVA KOFMAN

BACKGROUND:
Interested in the effects of microwaves,
we originally set out to determine whether
microwaves had damaging effects on DNA
in cells. The first two weeks of our project
were spent both combing through litera
ture and talking to faculty about the means
necessary for carrying out such a project.
However, upon further review, we de
termined that the transportation of viable
nonsenescent cells would prove difficult
if not impossible with HarvardWestlake’s
current nonexistent tissue culture facili
ties. Our attention was then focused upon
an altogether different project, albeit one
also involving substantial usage of micro
waves.
Intrigued by the interesting effects cop
per produced when microwaved, as dis
covered last year by Will BaskinGerwitz
(’08) and Matthew Edwards (’08), we set
out this month to confirm as well as further
their discoveries

ABSTRACT:
A standing wave remains constant in a
standing position as a result of a specific
interference. Standing waves have been
observed in microwaves due to the pres
ence of specific cold spots (or nodes.)
The distance between the nodes can be
measured and yields the distance of the
wavelength. (Distance between nodes =
wavelength/2.)
With these effects observed, we can
attempt to effectively map the micro
wave using heatsensitive paper (different
brands for confirmation) and a fastshutter
speed camera. The variables we are taking
into account are wire (length, gauge, com
position (what kind of metal), placement
relative to magnetron, mark with paper),
microwave (light on/off, internal tempera
ture) and the heat sensitive paper (size,
brand, placement, initial temperature.)

RESEARCH AND KNOWLEDGE THUS FAR:
During first quarter, we worked on
calibrating the microwave. The first step in
this was ordering heatsensitive paper on
which to place the metals and hopefully
later antennas as well as other objects. We
are mapping the microwave’s cold spots
(nodes) as well as measuring the heat ca
pacity, or maximum temperature reached,
of the heat sensitive paper. We success
fully mapped the lower horizontal level
of the microwave by using liquid crystal
paper.
During second quarter, we began test
ing various metals on the heat sensitive pa
per. We tested lead, magnesium, copper,
and zinc. Lead and copper clearly dem
onstrated the standing heat wave effect.
Magnesium weakly exhibited it, but more
testing is required to confirm. We decided
to go with lead to use as a basis for the
project because it is soft, easily shaped,
and has a low melting point. After select
ing lead, we began testing different lengths
of lead strips at different positions in the
microwave. Both 10mm and 15mm long
strips appeared to exhibit standing waves
the same distance apart from one another,
proving that the lead is not acting as an
antenna. The hotspots were 5mm apart.
Since the eventual goal is to make more ef
ficient cookware, we tested circular pieces
of lead cut from a length of lead sheet.
During the third quarter, we contin
ued to focus solely on lead. Lead is easy
to shape and mold. We placed different
lengths of lead wire in the microwave at
different orientations and positions. The
lead heated up consistently every 5mm.
We then tried connecting the ends of the
wire to form a circle. We found the same
hotspots appeared. We also tried turning
the lead into a spiral and once again found
the same consistent results. We finally de
termined that the shape, length and place
ment of lead wire in the microwave is irrel
evant to the location of the hotspots: the
lead heats up consistently at set spots.
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MAGNETIC DECELERATION
As today’s global energy crisis continues
to multiply in scale, our societies and com
munities have become increasingly reliant
on mass public transit as a costeffective
means of daily transportation. This massive
influx into the transportation niche offers
opportunities for a wealth of innovations
of special interest regarding this project.
The magnetic decelerator and generator
is a system of consecutive electromagnets

designed to decelerate a subway train as
it approaches an upcoming station while
harnessing the train’s kinetic energy into
electricity. Electricity is obtained via a
resistancebased generator configured
to obtain maximum yield from the train’s
speed. In this project, numerous experi
ments were conducted to discover the
most efficient configuration of the system,
both energyyields based and costwise.

Ultimately, an ideal model of the system
was constructed and various formulas
were found to correlate energy efficiency
to mass, strength, surface area, and rela
tive distance of the magnets. Plans for a
fullsized prototype were developed

BY RICHARD LIU

magnetic deceleration and electrical gen
eration and its varying effects on weight,
speed, and surface area of the vehicle it
is designed to decelerate. Because of the
gradual longterm increase in mass pub
lic transportation due to the global energy
crisis, many different concepts of product
development have been centered on the
field of public transit. The deceleration
system is designed specifically for subway
trains to efficiently and effectively decrease
speed as they approach their upcoming
destination, while at the same time harness
ing the train’s kinetic energy into electrical
energy through an underground generator.

The system is designed to accomplish four
major goals: achieve a significant increase
in safety due to the lack of human interfer
ence and error, generate sufficient electric
ity to power the entire subway station and
even possibly the train itself, reduce operat
ing costs to pay for itself in less than five
years, and most importantly, discover a new
and possibly more proficient means of high
speed braking. The system could eventually
be installed in all major subway systems
in the future for a new generation of mass
public transportation, one that is more safe,
efficient, costeffective, and smart.

Permanent Magnets and electromagnets
have traditionally been used for a variety
of different purposes, employed in both ex
perimental and scientific arenas. The most
recent development, the maglev train, re
lies on a continuous track of chargeshifting
electromagnets that propel the train at in
credible speeds. Powerful superconducting
magnets suspend the train several inches
above the track, while other exterior mag
nets thrust the vehicle forward via magnetic
induction. This project, however, focuses
on a different application of magnetic force:

Energy

GENERATION

1/4 Scale models are currently being constructed
and will be completed by September 2009

Starting
Fall 2009
Inventclub’s primary mission is to provide connections for
potential inventors or entrepreneurs by promoting collabora
tion in product research, development, and marketing. In
ventclub seeks to develop competitive teams for national and
international contests while exposing creative students to the
vast field of innovative product design by promoting creative
thinking, motivation, and most importantly, positive collabora
tion and leadership to the community.

PLAYING MUSIC TO
BY JAMIE SHAUM
Will playing music to plants for twentyfive
minutes every day really increase plant
growth? In my experiment, I am going
to test upper frequencies using a super
tweeter similar speaker. By hooking the
speaker up to a frequency generator, the
speaker could be set to play a very broad
sinewave to encompass as many frequen
cies as feasible to make sure the resonant

PLANTS

range is played at some point in the test.
High frequency tones have been known
to force surfaces with submicrometer
distances to spontaneously attract each
other, defined as the Casimir Interaction.
The width of the smaller capillaries in the
leaf systems of the average plant should
be about that size. The leaves of plants,
besides serving as the main photosynthesis
site, also produce a hormone called Auxin,
which among many things help to curb
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plant growth. A careful ratio of auxins and
cytokinin at the apical meristems keep
plant growth in check. So with the leaf
capillaries slightly constricted, fewer auxins
reach growth buds, and the ratio is thrown
in favour of cytokinin, and cell division is
initiated. Constriction of leaf capillaries
would, thus, constrict the flow of auxin,
which is a rather large macromolecule, but
not affect the flow of smaller and more
necessary molecules, such as water or G3P.

MAPPING THE
OF

GROWTH

CANCER STEM CELLS

BY JEFF YU
Recent discoveries have identified a malignant stem
cell type, called cancer stem cells, present in various
tumors, including breast, colon, and brain cancer.
Creating an effective computer model of cancer that
takes into account cancer stem cells could better pre
dict the growth of cancers and clarify the role of stem
cells in cancer initiation and progression. In this project,
I will construct a computer model based on biological
evidence and data. The program will simulate cancer
growth based on various factors, including stem cell
concentrations.
Cancer may arise in any tissue that contains a stem
cell population. Cancercausing mutations can accumu
late in these stem cell populations. Although research in
this area is ongoing, it is highly possible that these muta
tions are at least one of the origins of the cancer stem
cell, a cell that generates tumor cells through the stem
cell processes of selfrenewal and differentiation. Cur
rent cancer stem cell theory suggests that conventional
chemotherapies target differentiated or differentiating
cells. However, by targeting undifferentiated cancer
stem cells specifically, tumor growth could be stopped
at its origin, resulting in a more effective cancer therapy.
In “Computer Modeling Implicates Stem Cell Overpro
duction in Colon Cancer Initiation,” Boman et al. assert
that computer modeling has implicated that an increase
in crypt stem cell number alone causes tumor initiation
in the colon. By creating a mathematical model of can
cer growth that takes into account cancer stem cells, we
can strengthen our understanding of the extent of the
role of cancer stem cells in tumor growth.
Throughout the year, I have been using the Math
ematica documentation as well as the Wolfram Demon
stration Project in order to learn the Mathematica pro
gramming language. I have used the knowledge I have
gained about the Mathematica syntax in order to create
a program that solves simple algebraic equations using
either addition, subtraction, multiplication, or division.
A screenshot of this program is shown in Figure 1.
I have also utilized a Mathematica addon applica
tion package called PathwayLab for my project. Path
wayLab is designed to visualize, analyze, and document
biochemical pathways. In my project, PathwayLab has
allowed me to simulate the signaling pathways involved
in tumor growth.
Figure 2 below shows the pathway diagram I have
created to simulate the LIF pathway, a pathway in
volved in the proliferation and differentiation of stem
cells. The pathway on the left represents the pathway
to selfrenewal, while the one on the right represents
the differentiation pathway. The blue boxes, STAT3 and
Ras, represent genes which encode for proteins that
promote cell growth. This diagram represents a simpli
fied version of the pathway. When results accurately
simulate tumor growth, more detailed versions of the
model will be produced.

By utilizing the computational power of
Mathematica, we can simulate the growth
of cancer stem cells and shed light on the
role of cancer stem cells in tumor growth.
This program, created with Mathematica, solves
simple algebraic
equations.

The LIF pathway consists of a selfrenewal pathway (left) and a diﬀerentiation pathway (right). This pathway is
used to simulate stem cell growth.
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DETECTING
BOOTLEG CDs
BY ELI WOODS
Although the invention of the compact
disc made the cassette tape obsolete, its
suffered many of the same problems. Like
the cassette tape, the data from a CD could
be easily copied onto a blank CD, enabling
bootleggers to continue their deceitful craft.
However, because of the difference be
tween the structures within a burnable disc
and a pressed disc (i.e. one you would buy
from a music store) there is an easy way to
tell if a disc is a bootleg or legitimate copy.
CD’s are essentially structured like a vinyl
record in that they have a continuous spiral
imprinted on one side where all of the infor
mation is stored. By shining a laser that has a
wavelength less than the width of the spiral
groove and observing the resulting reflec
tive pattern, you can tell if a CD is burned
or pressed. Pressed CD’s do not have a uni
form groove all the way around the CD be
cause of the process that they must undergo
to be pressed, so the reflective pattern will
look like a single slit diffraction pattern. The

burned discs also
produce a reflec
tive pattern simi
lar to a single slit
diffraction pattern
but also have two
horizontal lines of
light on each side
of the pattern.
This difference is
due to the pres
Eli Woods is seen here shining a laser
ence of an actual
onto a compact disc. By observing
groove through
the lasers reflection on a board he
out the burned
can determine if the CD was burned
disc, while the
pressed disc sim
or made in a factory.
ply has its informa
tion arranged in a
spiral formation to
be compatible with
comes the continued creation of boot
all CD players. I attempted to perform the legged copies, but as the world moves to
experiment on DVDs as well but could not wards fully embracing electronic data stor
conclude if this method worked because of age these concerns will become as trivial as
the many different types of DVDs. With the the cassette tape.
continued use of discs as storage devices

LEVITATING
OBJECTS WITH
SOUND

Jason mow demonstrates acoustic
levitation in the research classroom.

BY GAVIN MCCOURT
AND JASON MOW
Invented in the 1940s, acoustic levita
tion is the means for suspending matter in
a fluid, whether it is a heavy gas or liquid,
by using the acoustic radiation pressure
from intense sound waves to balance the
force of gravity. When sound waves are
intense enough they become nonlinear
and in this state are powerful enough to
counteract gravity. The effect of levitating
something with sound is possible because
of three basic properties of sound waves:
they are longitudinal, adhere to the law
of reflection, and the interaction between
their rarefactions and compressions causes
interference.
Other than the aweinspiring effect,
there are certain practical applications of
acoustic levitation like containerless pro
cessing, which has become important in
modern times as a result of the small size
of microchips. Materials that are corrosive
or otherwise react with containers during
chemical analysis can be suspended in an
acoustic field in order to prevent contami
nation. Another application is NASA using
acoustic levitation to simulate antigravity.
The simplest acoustic levitator has
two parts: a transducer, which is a vibrating
surface that makes sound, and a reflector.
These two are often shaped concavely to
focus the sound waves. This is the model

that we will attempt to construct. On Earth,
the highpressure areas just below the
nodes must be large enough to support the
floating object. One interesting question
about acoustic levitation is the effect that
putting a live animal into the field would
have. Scientists have suspended ants, bee
tles, spiders, ladybugs, bees, tadpoles, and
fish. Below is a picture of a fish and spider
being levitated:
Our experimentation has consisted of
various setups utilizing lower powered
speakers. Using low mass Styrofoam balls,
we hope to produce a similar effect. By plac
ing the apparatus horizontally rather than
vertically, we find that there is a significant
response to certain resonant frequencies.
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In addition, we hope to be able to create a
visual representation of the standing wave
purely from the vibrations caused by the
speaker to suspend the lightweight masses
in the tube. Because the speaker being
used currently is not of a significant, nonlin
ear amplitude (150 db +), vertical acoustic
levitation does not seem plausible, but we
are still testing different environments in
which it may be possible to achieve acous
tic levitation. The results of our research
will hopefully result in a more costeffective
way to create a small scale acoustic levitator
which could pave the way for more wide
spread development of applications for this
promising technology.

Leland Cox (right) preparing the
aluminum Casimir Plates and
acoustic chamber.

THE CASIMIR EFFECT &
ACOUSTIC ANALOGUES
BY LELAND COX

PURPOSE:
To analyze the source of the Casimir
effect in terms of quantum fluctuations by
establishing an analogue for the force us
ing high frequency oscillations in air pres
sure.

BACKGROUND:
Discovered in 1948 by Dutch physicist
Hendrik B. G. Casimir, the Casimir Effect
is a force caused by perturbations of Zero
Point fluctuations of the electromagnetic
field between conducting surfaces.

METHOD:
In order to recreate a field of air pres
sure fluctuations, two high frequency
transducers are installed in a plexiglass
box (6”x16”x16” internal volume). Inside
the box is a plate of area “A” suspended by
a spring. This plate is held directly above
a parallel surface, the distance between
which is “d.” These parallel plates acta as

a bounding region, defining the maximum
wavelength that can resonate between
the plates.
These two regions perturb the field of
high frequency sound by creating areas of
resonance and recreating a pressure force
on the outside of the plates. The 322” area
between the plates selects out only higher
frequency sounds allowing all generated
frequencies to exist outside of the plates
while limiting the frequencies inside. This
functions as an analog of the zero point
fluctuations of the electromagnetic. By
only selecting out certain frequencies it
lowers the effective pressure energy of
the cavity cause the larger pressure of
the space in the box to force the plates
together.
I will test several wave functions to ex
amine the nature of the electromagnetic
fluctuations that exist in vacuum. I will test
sine waves, saw waves, triangle waves,
white noise, pink noise and Brownian
noise.
The noise type that most closely re
sembles the fluctuations in the electro
magnetic field should echo the formula:

The constants must be substituted for
constants that are relevant to waves trav
eling through air i.e. the speed of sound.
The unique sound fields will be cre
ated by running a six channel sound pro
cessor at a series of frequencies and noise
types. This will allow for more intricate
and complicated interference patterns to
be tested, and for each frequency to be
adjusted easily.
The force between the plates will be
attained by measuring the degree with
which the spring expands following
Hook’s law. (F = kx where is a known con
stant and x is the spring displacement.)
There have been some recent prob
lems in replicating sounds accurately at
high frequencies. It appears that there is a
certain amount of interference that takes
place when the speakers are driven to the
necessary volume. I hope to resolve this
problem by changing signal generators
and possibly replacing the currently used
transducers with more robust tweeters.
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CREATING A STUDY-AID BE
THREE STUDENTS DEVELOPED AN
ENERGY DRINK TO HELP STUDY. THE
STUDY AID BEVERAGE PROMOTES FOCUS,
ALERTNESS AND MEMORY.
BY ANDREW LEE, MICHAEL LEE
AND JASON MOW
Michael Lee, Andrew Lee, and
Jason Mow have designed a
product called Brainade, a pow
dered formula that can be add
ed to any refreshing drink and
serve as an agent that promotes
enhanced concentration. This
formula blends well with virtu
ally any drink, from fruit juices
to soft drinks to simple drinking
water, and its subtle hint of aga
ve nectar will enhance the taste
of any beverage. Aside from its
taste, Brainade vastly improves
alertness and concentration
skills, and unlike other compet
ing energy drinks, it has no un
healthy or irregular side effects.
This is because it is created only
with natural ingredients and in
cludes no synthetic vitamins or
extracted amino acids that might
damage the body and mind.
The inspiration for Brainade
was rooted in personal experi
ence, or more specifically, it
derived from a late night group
study session that all of us par
ticipated in. We had studied to
the point of exhaustion, and al
though we considered consum
ing some kind of energy drink
to promote concentration, we
were suspicious of their syn
thetic ingredients and possible
detrimental side effects. We
were curious why no natural
energy drinks were available on
the market, and we considered
the possibility of creating one
ourselves. Our next step was
to begin researching online the

best natural products that en
hanced techniques of attention
and alertness.
A specific analysis of Brain
ade’s formula reveals how each
ingredient meets the objective
of taste and enhanced concen
tration. The central ingredient
is organic agave nectar, chosen
because it acts as a sweetener
without producing a spike or
crash in the human body. Be
cause we were motivated to
include natural ingredients
that avoided energy or mood
swings, our recipe excluded
sugar and caffeine. Another im
portant ingredient is rhodiola
root powder, a natural herb
that enhances energy produc
tion. Rhodiola has been used
in traditional medicine for cen
turies and is one of the best
herbs for enhancing mitochon
drial energy production. Serious
consideration was given to our
formula’s agents of concentra
tion and focus, and we finally
selected ginkgo and ginseng as
our final products to include

in our mixture. When choos
ing to add ginkgo, we studied
the effectiveness this leaf had
at memory and concentration
enhancement and concluded
it would be essential to add in
our product. Similarly, ginseng
is a traditional ingredient used
regularly for many other medici
nal purposes for its promotion
as an adaptogen, a product that
increases the body’s resistance
to stress. Our unique approach
is to blend these ingredients at
a level that will maximize their
potential to boost alertness.
Having secured our initial
compound, we began testing
our product on subjects to mea
sure product satisfaction. Twen
ty HarvardWestlake students
agreed to sample our product
and provide feedback on the
drink’s taste and effectiveness
as a concentration agent. The
first ten students were given the
formula and asked to complete
a ten minute IQ test. The next
group was given a placebo and
asked to perform the same task.

“WE WERE CURIOUS WHY NO
NATURAL ENERGY DRINKS
WERE AVAILABLE ON THE
MARKET, AND WE CONSIDERED THE POSSIBILITY OF
MAKING ONE OURSELVES.”
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EVERAGE
After the first round of testing, our drink, un
fortunately, seemed to have no significant
results on the average IQ score between the
groups. We decided to stop further testing
and go back to our formula.
We began to question our method of
testing, for after talking to statistics teachers,
we concluded the IQ tests were inherently
flawed. Since our drink is promoting alert
ness and concentration, an IQ test seemed
irrelevant in testing the effectiveness of our
drink. Mr. Thill, a statistician at our school,
gave us alternative way of testing, which in
volved a memory test among the volunteers.
Rather than randomly assigning people to
each group, we decided that a matched
pairs design would be the most efficient
way to see significant results. Each student
was to perform the memory test before they
consumed the drink and then once more af
ter, and we would then take the difference
among their scores and compare the results.
We are hoping that this method of testing
would be more sufficient in making our
claim and closer to our ultimate goal.
We are in the final stages of our project,
and we maintain a positive outlook as to the
advantages of our drink in terms of taste and
as a means of increased concentration. By
the end of the month, we hope to conduct
our third round of testing for this incredible
project.

Mike Lee and Andrew Lee create a
mixture of Brainade
to test on students
(top). A collection
of energy drinks on
the market is shown
(bottom left). The
ingredients for the
energy drink sit on
a lab table (bottom
right).
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MAKING

BIODIESEL

OUT OF VEGETABLE WASTE OIL
BY ALEX STEINER

BACKGROUND:
Biodiesel refers to fuels made from the
transesterification of vegetable oils or other
natural oils so that these oils can be burned
in a diesel engine. In the transesterification
process, an ester, a type of organic mole
cule, is converted to another ester by re
acting with an alcohol. In the case of mak
ing biodiesel, triglycerides, which make up
vegetable and animal oils, are reacted with
methanol in the presence of a hydroxide
catalyst to produce methyl esters.
Biodiesel results in significant reductions
in net carbon dioxide emissions because
its carbon dioxide emissions are offset by
the carbon dioxide consumed by the plants
used to make it. It also offers little to no
nitrous oxide and sulfur oxide emissions,

“BIODIESEL RESULTS IN
SIGNICANT REDUCTIONS
IN NET CARBON DIOXIDE
EMISSIONS.”

major causes of
smog and acid rain,
compared to pe
troleum diesel. The
major drawback for
biodiesel is that most
of its source crops
are food crops so
increasing the pro
duction of biodiesel
decreases the food supply. However, biod
iesel can also be made from waste vegetable
oil (WVO), oil that has been used to cook
other food such as French fries or popcorn,
reducing emissions without reducing our
food supply. Enough waste vegetable oil is
made in the US each year to power at least
1% of our vehicles, and far more could be
supplied from other potential nonfood
crop biodiesel sources such as algae.
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PROJECT OVERVIEW:
In the project I’m exploring the feasibil
ity of using waste vegetable oil (WVO), or
grease, as an alternative energy source for
biodiesel and potentially heating oil. The
first phase of the project will be making
biodiesel from WVO and using those results
to create my own recipe for biodiesel from

WVO. The second experimental phase will
be using the glycerol waste product to at
tempt to synthesize the glycerin acetates,
which some researchers claim improve the
cold flow performance of biodiesel when
used as an additive, specifically lowering
the cloudpoint, the temperature at which a
fuel begins to gel or solidify.

then waiting for the biodiesel and water
phases to separate.
I also tested for the cloud point of the
biodiesel, the temperature where the fuel
becomes cloudy and below which fuel per
formance is reduced. Four rounds of cloud
point testing on batch three showed its
cloudpoint to be approximately 57˚C.
With that in mind, I began exploring

and tested the cloudpoint. The first sample
actually raised the cloudpoint of the biod
iesel, but I noticed a precipitate formed in
the biodiesel that did not form with the two
subsequent reflux products which I attribute
to the sample I added containing some un
reacted acetic acid that formed acetate pre
cipitates. The cloudpoint was unchanged
with the third sample. I observed that the

Steiner searches for a way to improve coldflow properties of biodiesel.
RESULTS:
In my first couple of batches, I made
biodiesel from bacon grease, but found that
the resulting biodiesel was far too viscous
to be of practical use in an engine. With
used peanut oil, I made six quality biodiesel
samples, gradually increasing them in size
from a 5mL batch to a 300mL batch.
The recipe I used for making biodie
sel consisted of first heating the WVO for
about five minutes to boil off water vapor
trapped in the oil. I then added three parts
methanol for every 20 parts WVO and 1
part 3.5 M KOH per 4 parts methanol. After
mixing, I stirred the reaction for 20 minutes
and then let it sit overnight for the biodiesel
and glycerol to separate. I then washed the
sample twice by adding water and stirring,

ways to reduce the cloudpoint. Since a sol
ute depresses the freezing point of a liquid,
I tried adding table salt to my biodiesel to
see if the same held true for the cloudpoint.
After a couple of trials, I observed that the
cloudpoint of the biodiesel with salt added
was about 23˚C lower than the cloudpoint
of the biodiesel with nothing added. How
ever, adding table salt to a fuel would be
impractical for combustion in an engine so
looked at making an organic additive, one
of which being glycerin acetates.
After refining my biodiesel recipe and
producing a sufficient quantity of glycerol
waste, I began experimenting with trying to
conduct a Fischer esterification of the glyer
col byproduct with acetic acid to produce
glycerin acetates. I have added the byprod
uct of this reaction to my biodiesel sample

second sample I got from refluxing lowered
the cloudpoint by 23˚C compared with my
pure biodiesel. This data was clearly incon
clusive, and what was problematic was I
did not know if I had indeed made glycerin
acetates.
Since it was unclear whether I had syn
thesized glycerin acetates, I purchased a
sample of triacetin, one of the glycerin ac
etates I was attempting to make, to see if it
would reduce the cloudpoint. For a biod
iesel mixture with 1% triacetin, the cloud
point seemed relatively unchanged. The
same result occurred with a 2% triacetin
mix, so I suspended testing as triacetin did
not appear to be a cost effective additive
for biodiesel.

Glycerin, Biodiesel and waste
vegetable oil (left). Sample
from attempted synthesis of
triacetin (right).
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POTATO
CANNONS
AND EXPLOSIONS
BY KAYVON RAPHAEL
I have been working on building and
testing a “potato cannon” in SSR this se
mester. A potato cannon (or spud gun) is a
pipebased cannon which uses air pressure,
or combustion of a gaseous fuel, or both,
to launch large projectiles. I have built a
combustionpowered cannon that can use
any aerosol or combustible gas as the pro
pellant. Combustion powered spud guns
typically have the least complex designs,
the four basic elements of which are:
A fuel system
A combustion chamber
An ignition source
A barrel
To operate, you first load a potato into
the barrel and push it down the barrel to

Kayvon Raphael
tests his potato
cannon on a target.

create an airtight seal. The next step is to
add fuel to the combustion chamber (I have
been using Axe body spray and a generic
hair spray, both excellent combustible aero
sols) and screw the endcap on to seal the
chamber. Then simply aim and hit the BBQ
sparker. The fuel then ignites, creating hot
expanding gases, and forces the projectile
out of the barrel. Distances vary greatly
depending on many factors, including the
type of fuel used, the efficiency of the fuel/

air ratio, and the combustion chamber/bar
rel ratio. In my tests so far I have been able
to achieve ranges of ~220 yards and hope
to be able to increase that with different
propellants (propane or oxygen for exam
ple). I am also going to measure the muzzle
velocity of the cannon by suspending it in
a pendulumlike manner and recording test
firings. Using the height the barrel recoils, I
will be able to calculate the muzzle velocity.

USING THE SUN TO COOK FOOD
BY MATT BAGNARD
AND COREY VANN
Given the opportunity to create some
thing, we knew we wanted to create a solar
oven. We wanted to create an opportunity
for people to not have to buy microwaves
or ovens to get warm, tasty food. We want
ed to make a portable oven so people can
create good food on outdoors trips where
microwaves or ovens aren’t accessible.
Overall, we want the solar oven to make
the world a better place through environ
mental and economic means.
In order to create a solar oven, a lot of
different things are needed to get an effec
tive and productive working apparatus. First,
an efficient way of harnessing the heat from
the suns energy is need for an oven to work.
Secondly, a well insulated oven chamber is
needed to harness that energy from the sun
and create an environmentally sound solar
oven. We decided to start from the bottom
and work our way up in our journey to cre
ate the perfect solar oven. After purchasing
some wood, we cut it into even pieces to
create the wooden frame of the solar oven

Matt Bagnard and
Corey Vann put
together their solar
oven.

chamber that looks like something below:
Once the frame was built we basically
had ourselves a wooden box and nothing
more. To make sure the heat stays in there
during cooking we needed to line the edg
es of the box with some sort of sealant to
prevent the heat from leaking. So we used
some foam and rubber strips to line the
edges of the frame thus creating a sealed
chamber. Next, we took some fiber glass
insulin and started filling the chamber with
it. This will create and even better and more
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effective hot oven chamber.
Our next step for this project is to create
an effective way to mount the mirrors on
box. The mirrors need to be adjustable to
be able to take in the suns energy at differ
ent point in the day at different angles.
Our goal going into this project was to
create something that would be beneficial
to the environment and at the same time
be very useful. This project has allowed us
to feel like we are building something for a
greater good than for just a science class.

USING ROCKETS TO
COLLECT AIR SAMPLES
BY RYAN ASHLEY
My project is to construct a small model
rocket out of materials bought from hobby
shops that can safely house an air trapping
apparatus able to bring high altitude air down
to ground level uncompromised. These proj
ects usually utilize weather balloons, and air
is tested for humidity, pressure, and tempera
ture. Instead of doing testing at those high al
titudes, as weather balloons do, my plan will
be to trap the air with the rocket at high alti
tude, then bring the air back to ground level,
without changing the composition of the air
transported back. These meteorological proj
ects are very ambitious in nature, and most
student projects I found failed in their goal to
keep high altitude air in a container without
contaminating the sample, thus nullifying any
data taken from the experiment. The rocket

that I will be using is a basic kit rocket that
uses Egrade Estes rocket engines that can
propel a rocket to altitudes upwards of 2000
feet. The rocket is approximately 1.5 feet
long and 1.5 inches wide, meaning that any
air trapping apparatus will have to be housed
in a very thin, small area. This apparatus is
planned to be a “trap door” style container,
which will close trapping air inside it when
the ejection charge from the rocket engine
ignites. This apparatus however will have to
be made out of lightweight materials, which
would usually not be fire resistant enough
to be housed inside a rocket, especially one
that will be operated utilizing a combustion
charge. I plan to launch this rocket out of the
Simi Valley area, as Ventura County has easi
er regulations on launching projectiles.

VORTEX TUBE
BY CARL LAWSON

INTRO:

The Vortex tube was first
invented
by
Georges
Ranque in 1933, but went
relatively unnoticed until
Hilsch published the results
of his study in 1946. The
RanqueHilsch Vortex tube
is a device with no moving
parts that causes an input of
compressed air to split into
a stream of hot and cold
air. The shape of the tube
causes the input stream to
spin at nearly one million
RPM as it flows along the
tube. The air on the outside
of this spinning column has
a much greater velocity and
becomes much hotter. The
opposite effect occurs for
the slower moving air in
the middle of the column,
which becomes very cold.
The RanqueHilsch Vortex
tube is fascinating because
it requires no additional en
ergy to produce its heating
and cooling effects; it sim
ply redistributes the energy
already present in the com
pressed air. The energy free
nature of the device leads
to many beneficial applica
tions.

EXPERIMENTS:

Before I could explore po
tential applications of the
vortex tube, I had to under
stand the relationship be
tween input pressure and
the temperature change
created. To do this I con
nected a pressure regula

tor to the air compressor
that allowed me to control
the input pressure. Using
a digital thermometer, I
measured the temperature
at each end of the tube for
input pressures increasing
in small increments. These
data points yielded three
graphs, which show a linear
relationship between input
pressure and temperature
difference.
I was also able to record
maximum temperature dif
ferences for my vortex tube
and air compressor set up.
The maximum temperature
change at the cold end was
32.6°C, and 18.5°C at the
hot end.

DEMONSTRATIONS:

The RanqueHilsch vortex
tube can easily be used to
demonstrate the First Law
of Thermodynamics: energy
conservation. Since the vor
tex tube only redistributes
the energy already present
in the input stream, the
sum of the energy of the air
at both ends will equal the
energy of the input stream
of air.

APPLICATIONS:

The RanqueHilsch vortex
tube has several practical
applications. It is used in
industrial factories for low
cost air conditioning. Vortex
tubes are also being used
with gasoline powered air
compressors to make ice in
3rd world countries where
electricity is not available to

power refrigerators. Vortex
tubes can also be cascaded
together to achieve cryo
genic temperatures at a
fairly low cost. I would like
to explore the possibility
of using a RanqueHilsch
vortex tube to combat the
problem of overheating
that limits the effective
ness of turbochargers in
cars. A turbocharger com
presses air and forces it
into the engine. The greater
amount of oxygen pres
ent in the engine creates
a more complete combus
tion of gasoline and greater
fuel efficiency. However,
the air becomes very hot
when it is compressed and
can cause the engine to
“knock”, a phenomenon
that occurs when the heat
and pressure in the engine
cause gasoline to combust
before the spark plug deto
nates. Knocking throws off
the timing of the engine,
and limits its power. Tur
bochargers must be set to
compress air well short of
their capabilities in order to
avoid this problem. I would
like to use a vortex tube
to cool the air from a tur
bocharger before it enters
the engine. Cooling the air
before it enters the engine
would allow turbochargers
to compress the air much
more before it would reach
the temperature where the
engine would knock.

Experimental setup
showing the air
compressor, digital
thermometer, digital
pressure regulator, and
the vortex tube.
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Charlie Grosslight tries to freeze
water by boiling it first using
powerful vacuums.

FREEZING BY
BY CHARLIE GROSSLIGHT
In order to understand “Freezing a water
wave by boiling” one must be familiar with
two concepts. One refers to the process of
freezing water via energy loss from induced
boiling. A liquid in a vacuum will boil when
the atmospheric pressure is reduced, caus
ing some water molecules to become water
vapor as they steal energy from the remain
ing water. The second concept is much eas
ier to comprehend, that water will freeze
when it reaches 0 degrees Celsius. As the

BOILING

soon after cause the water to freeze, freez
ing the wave itself.
As the atmospheric pressure is de
creased, water phase changes from a liquid
state to a gaseous state, taking energy from
molecules that remain in a liquid state. So,
the longer the boiling is maintained, the
more heat is lost. Eventually, the tempera
ture of the liquid drops enough that it freez
es. After measuring the time it takes for the
water to freeze, kinetic jolts of energy are
then introduced and differing time intervals
during the boiling process to find the earli

until an average final time with sufficient
accuracy is found. Then once every trial a
jolt of kinetic energy is sent through the sys
tem at different time intervals for each trial,
starting with 30 seconds before the final
freezing time. If the jolt does not freeze the
water, the experiment is void because the
energy created by the jolt is transferred to
the water, slightly increasing its temperature
(this is the reason that the system cannot
be placed on an oscillation table because
the water will not freeze for a vastly large
amount of time).

Grosslight investigates a new way to freeze water, by boiling it first.
induced boiling continues, the more energy
will be taken from the liquid water, reduc
ing its temperature. As this process is pro
longed, the lower the temperature of the
water will become until it reaches its freez
ing point. These are the concepts behind
freezing by boiling.
During this process however, it was dis
covered that the freezing of the water could
be hastened by introducing a sudden jolt of
kinetic energy to the system. This created
a transverse wave in the water that would

est moment in which the water will freeze.
A beaker with a measured volume of wa
ter is placed in a chamber connected to a
vacuum pump. In order to measure the vol
ume of water, water is poured from a gradu
ated cylinder with 10 mL of water. A small
stone (made of aluminum) is placed in the
water to disrupt its symmetry and allow the
water to boil and then freeze more readily.
The vacuum pump is turned on, the time
for the water to begin freezing is recorded
and this process is repeated several times
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After doing many trials, it seems that
there are many unknown factors that can
influence the freezing time that were not
taken into account, making it difficult to pin
point the optimum point in time to make the
kinetic energy jolt. However, it wasn’t un
successful in determining the effectiveness
of the jolt. Freezing time was shortened up
to 3 minutes earlier than normal for 10 mL
and 1 minute for 5 mL. In the figures, the
frozen water wave can be seen as the result
of the kinetic jolt freezing the system.

MAKING A
GREENER CLEAN
BY RICHARD LIU AND ALEX STEINER
With our planet’s fate resting in the hands
of our conservation efforts, everything – re
gardless of its size or relative importance –
must be done to restore and replenish the
environment. Even small matters, such as
cleaning agents, disinfectants, and house
hold cleaners that surprisingly contribute to
serious worldwide pollution are of upmost
importance. In the industry of household
cleaners, Hypochlorous acid – a wellknown
but little used chemical – demonstrates tre
mendous potential in the future of cleaning.
It not only serves as a powerful, clean and
natural alternative to many of today’s harm
ful cleaners, but is also significantly cheaper
and easier to maintain than bleach, deter
gent, Butyl cellosolve, and other common
cleaning agents.
Hypochlorous acid (HOCl), with a pH of
2.5, closely resembles bleach (generally in
the form of NaOCl) in both cleaning power
and antibacterial strength. With a concen
tration of about 3040 ppm, HOCl is mild
enough to drink yet concentrated enough
to disinfect. Recently, twentyfive clinical
studies have shown HOCl as an agent of
inhibiting DNA replication both safely and
effectively. When bacteria are exposed to
HOCl, there is precipitous decline in DNA
synthesis as the acid inactivates the victim
bacteria and causes them to lose their vi
ability. It quickly eradicates a broad range
of pathogens, including antibioticresistant
bacteria (MRSA and VRE), viruses, fungi,
and spores, as well as accelerating wound
healing processes by reducing inflamma
tion and increasing nutrientrich blood and

oxygen flow to the wound
area. Such properties make
HOCl an excellent multi
purpose household cleaner
and disinfectant for numer
ous materials.
Sodium Hydroxide, on the
other hand, is used for a wide variety of
different applications, including: paint strip
ping, Alumina production, use in chemical
analysis, soap production, paper manufac
turing, Aluminum etching, food prepara
tion, animal tissue digestion and more. It
is frequently used in the home as a drain
cleaning agent due to its degreasing prop
erties. NaOH decomposes complex mol
ecules, and has been known to absorb
and convert carbon dioxide to lower atmo
spheric pollution.
Traditionally, there have been many meth
ods to producing HOCl, but one of the
most effective relies on the electrolysis of
NaCl solution. In such a system, there are
several reactions taking place:
2 H2O (l) + 2 e
H2 (g) + 2 OH
2 NaCl (s) + 2 H2O (l)
2 NaOH (aq) +
H2(g) + Cl2 (g)
2 Cl (aq)
Cl2 (g) + 2 e
Cl2 (g) + H2O (l)
HOCl (aq) + HCl (aq)
Direct current is first passed through a salt
mixture to separate the components of NaCl
into Na+ and Cl ions at a pH of 7 to pro
duce chlorine gas. Next, electrolyzed water
reacts with the sodium cations to produce
sodium hydroxide, while chlorine anions
react with water to produce Hypochlorous
Acid (4). A permeable membrane is used to

separate charge, as the two different prod
ucts of the reactions are produced at two
different sides of the reaction system. In this
experiment, a fiberglass casing was divided
into three components: one for recyclable
tap water (2), one for producing NaOH (3),
and one for producing HOCl (1). Soon after
starting electrolysis, both products are pro
duced on the opposite sides and allowed to
flow into graduated beakers.
Interestingly, it was discovered in several
experiments that Cobalt compounds can
dramatically reduce the activation energy
for the electrolysis reactions, thus revealing
realistic possibilities for using solar power
to supply the reaction system. Solar panels
connected to a catalyzed system provide
plentiful and steady energy for the reac
tion to constantly take place (given an in
finite supply of sodium chloride and cobalt
catalyst). Because tap water is recycled
in the system, only minimal amounts are
necessary to refill the machine each hour.
The produced HOCl and NaOH can be
directly bottled and used from the system
for up to four hours before Hypochlorous
acid decomposes due to its relatively short
halflife. Ultimately, this experiment opens
up new doors for making a greener clean,
from a simple hundred dollar device built
in this project to handheld HOCl producing
machines towards a cleaner, more beautiful
tomorrow.

THE RUBEN’S TUBE
BY ERIC ARZOIAN
The Ruben’s Tube, or flame tube,
is a physics experiment that is used
to visualize sound waves and show
the relationship between sound
waves and air pressure. To build
the tube, I purchased a long steel
tube. Then, I drilled holes along
the tube leaving a small space be
tween each hole. From one side of
the tube, a gas source is attached
and from the other, a speaker is
attached to a rubber membrane.
When a frequency is played, sound
waves form in the tube and create
high and low pressure points at cer

tain points in the tube. At low pres
sure points, more gas is allowed to
escape, creating a peak. At high
pressure points, and where gas
cannot escape, the flame is not as
high and a crest forms. I was also
able to measure wavelengths of
standing waves produced by cer
tain frequencies. As the frequency
changes, the nodes and antinodes
of the sound wave move along the
tube, and form different flame rep
resentations of the wave produced.
As I played around with the tube,
I saw that with higher frequencies,
more standing waves are produced,
and vice versa.
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